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Historically low investment levels in the EU 

 

Since the economic crisis started almost 10 years ago, many European countries have faced a 

number of severe economic problems, among these low levels of investment. Both public and 

private investments have decreased the last decade. In times of crisis, the national 

governments should step in and help the economy back on track with fiscal policies and 

public investments, but this has not been the case. It leaves us in a situation where there is a 

major need to increase the European growth potential in the medium and long run for Europe 

to regain momentum in growth.  

 

The fall in investment is connected to a fall in demand, an increase in insecurity and low 

growth expectations for the future. Some fear that it is the start of a vicious circle. If the 

necessary investments to secure future economic growth are not made, it is hard to see how 

the economy can reach its full growth potential. This can lead to further insecurity, which in 

the worst case means a continuation of the low level of investments. On the other hand, the 

government can take the first step to ensure future growth because public investments can lay 

the foundation for private investment and growth in general. Unfortunately, this has not been 

the case. The European countries lead different fiscal policies of which most have been and 

are still biased towards austerity at a national level. This is not the way to go to secure a 

strong economy in Europe in the future.  

 

To dig into the concrete numbers on investment, private and public investments relative to 

GDP are considered in figure 1. The figure shows that both private and public investments 

have fallen and are currently at a very low level. In the case of government investment, the 

euro area was at a higher level than the EU, but since 2007, it has been on a lower level. The 

distance between the two has increased since 2007, which shows that the euro area has been 

hit harder in terms of decreasing government investments after the crisis.  
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Private investment relative to GDP increased until 2007 and from 2007 to 2009, there was a 

sharp decrease. Since then the investments have been relatively stable around 17 pct. of GDP. 

Private investment relative to GDP is at a much higher level than government investment, but 

has evolved quite similarly. However, it is seen that private investments started declining 

when the crisis hit in 2008, while the government investments started declining when 

austerity hit in 2010. While there have been no increases in government investments the last 

couple of years, there has been a slight increase in private investment since 2013.  

 

A Green-Social Investment Plan  

 

Whereas in some cases, the national government is to be blamed for the lack of public 

investment, the EU has been the limiting factor in other cases. Currently, the interest rates are 

at very low levels, but this has not been sufficient to stimulate private investments. Since the 

low interest rates of course also apply to public borrowers, it is a good time for a public 

investment initiative across Europe – both nationally and across countries.  

 

We suggest an investment plan that specifically focuses on green investments and investments 

in education and childcare. There is general agreement and concern about the climate changes 

and at the same time actions are required to change to a production based on a high degree of 
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green energy. Education is key for future growth in any country and by also investing in 

childcare, the point is to ensure children’s well-being and also encourage women to enter the 

labour market. Since professionals who are educated to take care of more children are in 

charge in institutions, both parents are able to work and that will boost productivity because 

the parents can make use of their education.  

 

By implementing a simultaneous investment strategy across the European Union, we can 

obtain higher economic growth, productivity and prosperity. The strategy suggested in this 

paper focuses on the following two pillars: 

 

1. Green investments and investments in R&D 

 

Europe has a huge potential for increases in growth and employment by investing in the 

environment. This could be investments in infrastructure such as road and public 

transportation, or environmental investments and energy renovations. Investments in R&D are 

also important as a large proportion of Europe’s energy is being wasted, mainly because of 

ineffective equipment. 

 

2. Social investments in education and childcare 

 

By increasing the education level and making sure that the European labour force hold the 

skills that are required by society, we do not only increase employment and cut 

unemployment, we also improve productivity for greater future prosperity. By investing in 

childcare, we can both invest in the children of Europe and also improve the frame conditions 

for increasing the female participation in the labour market. Thereby, we can increase 

employment and create more equal opportunities for men and women. One way to make it 

more likely for women to participate in the labour force is to develop and substitute the public 

childcare system. 

     

Generating resources according to the above-mentioned lines can be done in several ways – 

and each European country will have to find its own way and pace depending on the fiscal 

development, the nature of the changes required and the current status on relevant parameters.  
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Effects of the Green-Social Investment Plan 

 

Above we have outlined the arguments of the need for green and social investments. In this 

section, we will model the effects of the plan. 

 

All the examples given above will take Europe in a more sustainable direction generating 

higher growth. The final effect will depend on the nature and pace of the initiatives, but a 

simultaneous investment strategy will definitely improve the productivity, cut unemployment 

and create a sustainable development. The following calculations will build on the two pillars: 

green investments and social investments. 

 

The Green-Social Investment Plan will bring extra resources to the labour market and 

stimulate the activity in the economy, which will create new jobs. The direct job creation is 

the jobs needed for re-insulation of buildings, constructing wind farms, increasing energy 

efficiency, expanding the education system, child-care or the public transportation etc. This 

could be jobs such as construction workers, metal workers, truck drivers, building inspectors, 

engineers, electricians, teachers, professors or care personnel etc. On top of these jobs there 

are the jobs created indirectly. These are typical jobs connected with supplying intermediate 

goods for the industries directly connected with the investments.  

 

The calculations are based on the FEPS-ECLM International Input-Output Model. It is 

assumed that the investment level is increased by 1 pct. of GDP in all 27 EU countries. The 

investment plan is decomposed into a green part and a social part that both adds up to half of 

the invested amount, i.e. ½ pct. of GDP is invested in green investments and ½ pct. of GDP is 

invested in social investments. Box 1 explains the technical aspects of the investment plan 

into more detail. 
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A simultaneous investment strategy, improvement of the productivity, increasing 

employment, creating a sustainable development and changing the structure of public 

spending can and must be done differently in different countries as the different challenges 

must be taken into account – as well as different public budget situations. This analysis does 

not give a plan in detail for each country. Instead it sketches the effects of different initiatives 

and gives a scenario on how the effect could be.   

 

The following sections will introduce the effects of the investment plan in terms of job 

creation and increase of GDP both considering what can be attributed directly to the 

investments and what occurs indirectly. Initially, the overall effects for the EU and the 

European countries are presented and later, the effects will be broken down in a number of 

different ways, e.g. based on sector, gender and skill level. 
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The Green-Social Investment Plan creates 2.8 million jobs in EU-27 

 

Table 1 shows the employment effects of the investment plan for the European countries 

divided into direct and indirect effects. The direct job creation is the jobs needed for re-

insulation of buildings, constructing wind farms, increasing energy efficiency, expanding 

public transportation, the education system and childcare. This could be jobs for construction 

workers, metal workers, truck drivers, building inspectors, engineers, electricians, teachers, 

professors, child care personnel etc. On top of these jobs there are the jobs created indirectly. 

These are jobs connected with supplying intermediate goods for the industries or education or 

care sectors directly connected with the investments. In other words, the indirect effect occurs 

because the different parts of the economy are connected, so when demand increases in one 

sector, it will increase demand for input needed from other sectors and other countries to 

satisfy final demand and so the positive effect spreads like ripples in a pond.  

 

From an EU-27 perspective, the table shows that the Green-Social Investment Plan will create 

close to 2.8 million jobs. Of these, 72 pct., i.e. almost 2 million jobs, comes from the direct 

effects of the investment plan, while the remaining 28 pct., i.e. almost 800,000 jobs, comes 

from the indirect effects. For the European countries, the division of direct effects and indirect 

effects is close to that of the EU-27. In most cases, the direct effect accounts for almost ¾ of 

the total effect, while the indirect effect accounts of the remaining ¼. The direct effect is 

larger, but the indirect effect does account for a sizeable part of the total investments. When 

more people are employed, the country will become richer and consumption and investment 

will rise. This will further increase demand and production and so the effect spreads in the 

economy. This is not accounted for in the FEPS-ECLM International Input-Output Model, but 

it will be discussed in further detail in the end of this paper.  

 

Lithuania stands out in one end with as much as 83 pct. of the employment effect from the 

investment plan created directly and only 17 pct. created indirectly. On the other hand, in 

Czech Republic only 63 pct. of the employment effect is created directly, while the remaining 

37 pct. is created indirectly. That means a difference of 20 percentage points between the 

country with the biggest effect and the smallest effect created directly and indirectly. The 

variation in the split between direct and indirect effect between countries depends on the 

specific production patterns in each country, and whether the production relies on input from 
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either other sectors within the country or sectors in other countries. A part of the indirect 

effect comes from other countries and in general, small economies and economies, that are 

very export oriented, are more integrated with other countries which contribute to larger 

indirect effects.  

 

When considering the amount of new jobs, the large countries naturally experience the largest 

numerical effect. Germany, France, UK and Italy alone experience an increase of more than a 

million jobs from the direct effect, i.e. more than half of the direct job creation happen in 

these four countries.  
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Effects from the Green-Social Investment Plan on a sector-level 

 

In the following, we decompose the effect of the investment plan into different sectors, and 

into direct and indirect effect to other sectors in which investments are not made directly. 

Table 2 and 3 consider the effects on all sectors divided into 9 groups, while table 4 consider 

the effects on the specific sectors in which the investments are undertaken and the spillover 

effects on other sectors.  

 

Table 2 shows the effects of the green investments on employment in 1000 jobs, on GDP in 

percent and on GDP in percentage points. Further, these effects are divided in direct, indirect 

and total effect. The direct effect of the green investments can be seen in manufacturing and 

construction and finance and business service. This makes perfect sense because the 

investments are made in the construction sector and in R&D, which is included in finance and 

business service. The main part of the investments take place in construction and naturally, 

the biggest effect on employment and GDP can be seen in that sector. 

 

Overall, 649,000 jobs are created directly from the green investments, while the direct effect 

on GDP is of 0.3 pct. Considering the indirect effects on e.g. employment, the table shows 

that even though there are no investments made directly in transport, there is a rather large 

indirect job effect. When demand increases in one sector, this sector will produce more and 

spur demand in sectors that deliver inputs to the final production in the first sector. This will 

again increase demand in other sectors for input and so the effect of the investments spreads 

in the economy and the interconnected sectors. Returning to the transportation sector, it can 

be argued that construction sector depends on transportation of materials for construction and 

therefore, when employment in construction increases, employment in the transportation 

sector will increase too. It is noted that while the direct effect only takes place in two sectors, 

almost all sectors are affected indirectly. Overall, the indirect job creation from the green 

investments is of 528,000 jobs, which is quite close to the direct job creation.  
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In table 3, the same effects as above are considered, but for the social investments. The table 

shows that the investments are made in the education and health and social work sectors. The 

direct effects on employment in those sectors are of 864,000 and 459,000 jobs, respectively. 

Again, almost all sectors are affected indirectly with increasing employment and GDP, but in 

opposition to before, the indirect effect is quite small compared to the direct effect. As an 

example, the indirect job creation is less than 1/5 of the direct job creation.  

 

In general, the job creation from the social investments is larger than the job creation from the 

green investments.  Regarding the direct effect, this can be seen as a sign, that the green 

investments (construction and R&D) rely both on capital and labour in the production, 

whereas education and child care use relatively more labour as an input factor. As an 

example, we could compare investments in energy renovation with investments in education. 

To energy renovate you need both materials (for instance isolation material, 3 glazing 

windows etc.) as well as construction workers to perform the energy renovation work. If you 

invest in the education sector you will mainly need more teachers and professors. The final 

job creation is of course more complex than that, and depends both on how capital-intensive 

the production is, and on how much is imported from non-EU countries.  
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In table 4, the effects of the Green-Social Investment Plan are considered in the specific 

sectors the investments are undertaken in. Further, the spillover effects on all other sectors are 

considered. Naturally, the direct effects only occur in the sectors, which investments are made 

in and these effects correspond to the ones described in table 2 and 3. Table 4 allows us to 

consider the indirect effects on all sectors and it turns out that indirect effect created in other 

sectors is much larger than the indirect effect created in the sectors that are initially invested 

in. For the green investments around 60 pct. of the indirect effects on employment occur in 

other sectors than those initially invested in. For the Social investments, more than 76 pct. of 

indirect employment effects occurs in other sectors, while the remaining 24 pct. occurs in 

education, health and social work.  
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Gender and educational effect of the Green-Social Investment Plan 

 

Below we will analyze the effects from the investment plan on a gender and educational level 

and also have a closer look at what is created by green and social investments respectively, 

and how the effects are distributed across sectors. 

 

Considering the gender effect, figure 2 gives an overview of how many jobs are created for 

men and women by the two parts of the investment plan. Overall, the table shows that while 

the green part of the investment plan creates most jobs for men, the social part of the 

investment plan creates more jobs for women than for men. The green investments create 

around 800,000 jobs for men, while it only creates 370,000 jobs for women. On the other 

hand, the social investments create 340,000 jobs for men, but more than a million jobs for 

women.  

 

In total, more than 1.3 million male jobs and 1.4 million female jobs will be created, so the 

investment plan will create slightly more jobs for women than for men and thereby slightly 

improve the gender balance on the labour market. 
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Table 5 digs further into the gender effects from the green and social investments on 

employment by dividing them into different sectors. The result allows us to get a deeper and 

more detailed understanding of the mechanisms of the investment plan on a gender and sector 

level.  

 

While the green investments mainly create jobs for men, they also create some jobs for 

women and mainly in the same sectors as for men. The gender effects in different sectors 

depend on what is considered typical male and female jobs and is based on the actual split 

between males and females in the different sectors at the time the investment plan is 

implemented. Often more men work in construction and more women work in health and 

social work and this can be seen quite clear in the table. 

 

Considering the social investments, the largest effects for both men and women are found in 

the sectors which the investments are made in. In the sectors education and health and social 

work 300,000 and 121,000 male jobs were created, respectively, thanks to the social 

investment. For women, 594,000 and 377,000 jobs were created in these two sectors.  
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One should note that of course, the initial sizes of the sectors matter for how many jobs there 

are created. As an example, agriculture and fishing are relatively small sectors in terms of 

labour demand and therefore, the job creation is quite small in those sectors.  

 

 
 

Figure 3 divides the job creation from the green and social part of the investment plan into 

jobs for workers with different skill levels. The figure shows, that overall most jobs are 

created for medium-skilled workers, who experience an increase of more than 1.1 million 

jobs. This is followed closely by the job creation for high-skilled, which is of almost 1.1 

million. Finally, almost 550,000 jobs are created for low-skilled workers. 
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Of course, the two parts of the investment plans have different focus and create more jobs for 

differently skilled workers. For the low-skilled, the largest part of the jobs is created from the 

green investments. For the medium-skilled around half of the jobs come from green 

investments and the other half from social investments. Finally, for the high-skilled, almost 

4/5 jobs are created thanks to the social investments. As the figure shows, most jobs are 

created for the medium- and high-skilled and this underlines the importance of the social part 

of the investment plan, where education and further training of the workers is an important 

element.  

 

Table 6 considers the job creation for different skill levels in further detail by dividing the 

new jobs into different sectors. The division of workers based on skill level is of course 

dependent on what qualifications are required to work in the different sectors, so more jobs 

for high-skilled are created in sectors that employ many high-skilled workers and the other 

way around. An example is that in the educational sector, many jobs are created for high-

skilled and medium-skilled. On the other hand, the job effect for low- and medium-skilled 

workers is quite large in the manufacturing and construction sectors, but small for the high-

skilled.  
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The effect of higher spending power 

 

Above we have analyzed the detailed effects of how the Green-Social Investment Plan of 1 

pct./GDP will spread into the European economy, affecting all countries and sectors in the 

economy. The calculated effects are based on the FEPS-ECLM International Input-Output 

Model. The input-output model allows for a very detailed analysis of direct- and indirect 

effect, country-, sector-, gender-, and educational distribution. However, the input-output 

model does not take the multiplier-effect into account, meaning that the effect of higher 

employment from the investment plan will lead to a higher overall income level of 

households, and this in turn will lead to higher private consumption and therefore higher 

investments, as higher production needs higher capital stock. This will get GDP to rise even 

further.  

 

In other words, the input-output model only illustrates the effects of what a given investment 

plan will create in terms of jobs and GDP, but it does not take into account, that the plan will 

also generate extra spending power, that again will spread like ripples in the water and will 
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create more jobs and wealth. The final overall job and GDP effect from the Green-Social 

Investment Plan will therefore be larger than the effects presented above. 

 

To illustrate the effects of the extra spending power, we will compare the multiplier on the 

international macroeconomic model Heimdal with the result from the input-output model. By 

comparing the multiplier from Heimdal (that includes the effect of higher spending) with the 

multiplier from the input-output (that does not include the effect of extra spending power), the 

difference gives an idea about the side of the effect from the extra spending power. For more 

information about the international macroeconomic model Heimdal, see Bjørsted and Dahl 

(2012).   

 

The international macroeconomic model Heimdal is not sector based, so the multiplier effect 

from Heimdal should not be compared to the multiplier effect of increasing the investments in 

specific sectors, as it is the case in the Green-Social Investment Plan. Instead we compare the 

multiplier from Heimdal with the multiplier from the input-output model when the 

investments are spread out equally on all sectors, based on the share of investment for each 

sector in each economy.   

 

By comparing the two different multipliers it is seen that the final effect of the Green-Social 

Investment Plan might be as much as double the size when the extra spending power is 

included. 

 

The results above clearly show that after a decade with falling investment levels and weak 

growth, implementing The Green-Social Investment Plan could be an important step in the 

right direction, finally raising the level of investment across the EU and improve and secure 

future growth. 

 

For more information and further details about the Green-Social Investment Plan, see 

Andersen, Dahl, Nissen (2017). 
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